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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobility has become one of the key aspects in social sciences in the 21st century; people, goods
and information seem to be more and more rapidly mobile. This has led to the rise of a new
mobilities paradigm emphasizing that individuals are increasingly responsible for the
movement (Sheller and Urry, 2006). Depending on the movements’ spatial and temporal extents
as well as contextual and structural factors, a defining feature for mobility can be cross-border
character (Kaufmann, 2000; Brunet-Jailly, 2011; Drevon et al., 2016a).
In prevalent geopolitical paradigm, borders are being described as socio-spatial constructs
representing human activities in space (Van Houtum, 2005; Brunet-Jailly, 2011; Sohn, 2014).
Thus, borders do not represent only hard territorial outlines (Brunet-Jailly, 2011) but express
socio-economic differences between communities and their complex interaction in space (Van
Houtum, 2005; Sohn, 2014). When global economy shapes policies between nations and a need
for multi-level governance emerges, territorial co-operation areas and borderland communities
start to emerge (Brunet-Jailly, 2011).
One example of this is the Greater Region on Luxembourg where European integration, the
Schengen Area, and socio-economic divergences have stimulated cross-border movements
(Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Drevon et al., 2016a). Today, the territorial co-operation area
is the largest cross-border labor market in the European Union with the greatest number of
cross-border workers in the area (The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 2018).
Although cyclic cross-border movements have been steadily increasing e.g. in Europe (Drevon
et al., 2016a), in the United States and Mexico (Drevon et al., 2016a; Herzog and Sohn, 2016),
as well as in Asia (Drevon et al., 2016a), the socio-economic divergences have not been
levelled, and the exact spatial extent of these daily movements is not well known (Carpentier,
2012). Hence, it is vital to investigate re-occurring, daily cross-border movement patterns and
try to separate them from infrequent cross-border movement patterns.
Most of today’s scientific research on local and daily cross-border mobility is focusing on the
Greater Region of Luxembourg (e.g. Pierrard, 2008; Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012;
Melakessou et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a). However, similar studies have also been
undergone e.g. in Finland and Sweden (Paasi and Prokkola, 2008), Kenya (Blanford et al.,
2015), as well as in the United States and Mexico (Herzog and Sohn, 2016). To this day, border
8

studies (e.g. daily border crossings) have mainly been studied using qualitative methods (e.g.
Paasi, 1999; Paasi and Prokkola, 2008; Huber and Nowotny, 2011; Gerber, 2012) focusing on
psychological aspects of borders as well as borders as a social practice. Quantitative
perspectives have also been applied (e.g. Pierrard, 2008; Carpentier, 2012; Blanford et al.,
2015; Melakessou et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a) but the approach has been predominantly
aggregate-flow-based.
What has been missing in the quantitative cross-border mobility studies listed above is personbased approach, although the new mobilities paradigm would suggest the opposite. The
previous studies have focused mainly on aggregate-level inspections resulting in too general
featured outcomes to properly understand the complexities of cross-border mobility.
The reason for this has been a lack of comprehensive data; national statistics, registers, surveys,
and census data used in cross-border mobility research have generally been too scarce and
inaccurate, although the coverage and usability have varied geographically (Carpentier, 2012;
Gerber, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a). Hence, there has been a growing
need for individual-level data to be applied in cross-border mobility research, and subsequently
to provide correctives and additional information about the phenomenon (Blanford et al., 2015;
Drevon et al., 2016a). According to Blanford et al. (2015), georeferenced social media data
could be one alternative to provide a relative good proxy.
Literature on human mobility utilizing social media data and Big Data approach has been
growing in recent years too (e.g. Luo et al., 2016; Manca et al., 2017; Rashidi et al., 2017;
Toivonen et al., 2019). However, the cross-border character has mostly been missing; Hawelka
et al. (2014) and Blanford et al. (2015) being the vanguards providing first evidence on the
applicability of social media data in cross-border research. However, both studies investigated
mobility flows only on a macro-level. This has left methodological deficiencies as well as a
distinct need to implement Big Data approach to cross-border mobility research. According to
Gerber (2012), a theoretical model does not exist that could explain cross-border mobility.
This study investigates spatio-temporal cross-border mobility patterns in the Greater Region of
Luxembourg using geotagged Twitter Big Data. It places in the continuum of person-based and
spatio-temporally longitudinal mobility studies (e.g. Luo et al., 2016; Martí et al., 2019)
adapting Big Data approach. The aim is to examine how to implement social media in crossborder research as well as how to identify different cross-border mover types. The emphasis
9

here is in trying to separate daily cross-border movers from other border crossers and as a result
move beyond aggregate-level inspections in cross-border mobility. In addition, this study is
attempting to develop new quantitative method tools for cross-border mobility research to be
used and refined in future studies.
Hence, the research questions are as follows:
1) How can georeferenced social media data be used in cross-border research?
1.1 How to detect home countries and daily life spaces of people?
1.2 How to extract cross-border movements?
2) What kind of cross-border mobility patterns can be detected spatio-temporally using
Twitter data?
3) How can different cross-border mover types be defined and extracted from Twitter
data?
The temporal coverage of Twitter data used reaches from September 2010 to December 2018.
To the writer’s knowledge, this study is one of the first attempts to investigate daily crossborder mobility with social media data using person-based approach. This raises conceptual as
well as methodological challenges related to examining cross-border mobility patterns and
extracting different mover types. In this study, these challenges have been tackled with heuristic
approaches and sentiment analysis.
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2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Human mobility
2.1.1 The concept of mobility
Perhaps the most central concept influencing this work is human mobility. To understand
complex human socio-economical interactions in time and space, one must first assimilate what
causes the people to be on the move, what characterizes the phenomenon, and how human
mobility is being classified.
According to Kellerman (2012a), human mobility can be described as “shifting” or “the ability
to shift” in the most generic sense but all things considered, it is a multifaceted concept covering
both spatial (horizontal) and social (vertical) transitions with or without the support of modern
technologies. The concept is not only interested in human displacement over space, but it also
covers the context and significance of the movement. Hence, it is not just a branch of
transportation geography but also a fundamental notion in social science.
Both Hägerstrand (1992) and Kaufmann (2011) describe the movement of people as an essential
part of human being’s social composition. People move to survive, socialize, and to relax and
to enjoy themselves. Thus, the needs and triggers for human movement are diverse. Kellerman
(2012b) generalizes this through push-and pull effects:
a) Push effects - people have a basic need for proximity, locomotion, and a tendency to
curiosity
b) Pull effects – people have a basic need to meet other people, visit new places,
participate in events, and seek new information.
These basic socio-spatial needs drive people to be on the move. Social mobility is thus highly
linked to spatial mobility; when a social transition occurs, it usually also indicates geographical
displacement (and vice versa). These affiliations, however, can be complex due to the usage of
telecommunication techniques.
Kellerman (2012a) describes social mobility as “status transitions of individuals and social
groups along societal strata”. Spatial mobility, on the other hand, is interested in the
geographical displacement but also considers the polysemic nature of the movements; spatial
displacement does not reveal what underlies it (Kellerman 2012a cit. Kaufmann 2002). Thus,
11

spatial mobility is being classified by Kaufmann (2005) as a form of mobility dealing with
people who travel within a specified geographical area. The notion assumes that an individual
is endowed with a certain “social quality”. According to Gerber (2012), these social qualities
indicate that:
a) A person can be moved or is on the move
b) A person will be able to move and is willing to move
As a result, the overall mobility concept can be referred to as socio-spatial mobility or
geographical mobility, which is classified through spatial and temporal extents. The
classification is called Kaufmann’s typology (Kaufmann, 2000):
Table 1. Kaufmann’s typology; different geographical mobilities.

Spatial

Movement within a catchment

Movement towards the outside of

Temporal

area

a catchment area

Cyclic movement

Daily mobility

Travel

Linear movement

Residential mobility

Migration

The spatial extent is divided into movements within and towards the outside of a catchment
area, the temporal extent into cyclic and linear movements (Table 1). Gerber (2012) defines
catchment area as “the smallest possible area within which inhabitants have access to both
facilities and jobs”.
This work’s context is spatio-temporal movements within a catchment area; the focus is on
daily mobilities through cyclic movements. Also, this work is a continuation of person-based
studies; a spatio-temporal analysis approach originating from the 1970s and the concept of time
geography (Hägerstrand, 1970).
2.1.2 Person-based approach
Hägerstrand’s (1970) time-space concept in time geography represents human mobility from
the perspective of individuals in which time and space are always interlinked. Each person’s
life is represented as a path in time and space where certain constraints interacting with one
another have a fundamental effect on people’s daily movements. These limitations in human
mobility include:
12

a) Capability constraints,
b) Coupling constraints, and
c) Authority constraints
Firstly, capability constraints cover limitations in an individual’s biological structure (i.e. a need
for rest and eating) and mobility tools available (e.g. modes of transportation). Both have a
significant effect on distance; how far can an individual reach in a certain time limit (e.g. 24
hours)?
Secondly, coupling constraints are related to activities and spatial boundaries; which activities
can a person participate in while being physically present in only one place at a time?
Advancements in telecommunication techniques have substantially reduced limitations
surrounding these constraints. One can now interact e.g. through smartphones despite not being
physically present. Finally, authority constraints are limitations related to physical domains.
They can be almost permanent (e.g. state boundaries) or contemporary (e.g. a certain seat in a
movie theater).
Even though it has been approximately 50 years since Hägerstrand first introduced time-space
concept and thus person-based approach in regional science, the socio-economical web model
is still valid today and used in present mobility studies as the basis (e.g. Järv et al., 2014; Luo
et al., 2016; Miller, 2017). It is important, however, to acknowledge that Hägerstrand’s model
is a generalization; individuals’ mobility patterns fluctuate spatio-temporally (Järv et al., 2014;
Willberg, 2019).
The mobility paradigm has also evolved. In the 21st century, mobility has become one of the
key aspects in social sciences; people, goods and information seem to be more and more rapidly
mobile, which has led to the rise of a new mobilities paradigm (Sheller and Urry, 2006).
According to Sheller and Urry (2006), the new mobilities paradigm (also called mobility turn)
emphasizes that all places on Earth are connected to one another, at least thinly. The whole
concept is being described as a hybrid, complex system where different components are
increasingly dependent on one another. People construct a web where individuals are more
and more responsible for the movement. Places are nodes in the web, but they are not static
either. The paradigm sees these “immobile infrastructures” (i.e. airports and gas stations) as
enablers of the movement - they are like ships navigating through the web. Thus, it can be
argued that the objective of person-based studies today is to analyze and understand mobility
13

patterns and their differences from the individual perspective (Willberg, 2019).
In the context of this work, one of the key terms describing the mobility turn is also liquid
modernity. Sheller and Urry (2006) describe it as a phenomenon challenging static standpoints
in social sciences where states have traditionally been “containers of communities”. Liquid
modernity emphasizes that the speed of transition between modern societies has become vital,
that modern technologies “enable people” to cross state borders even on a daily basis and
eventually live one’s daily life within several countries. Transportation and communication are
much closer to each other than ever before, which further supports increasing mobilities beyond
state borders. On the other hand, this digital and liquid modernity means that people are leaving
behind more and more their personal digital footprints.

2.2 Cross-border mobility
2.2.1 The concept of border and borderland communities
Connecting the mobility discussion to human movements across state borders first requires an
inspection of state border ontology. Van Houtum (2005) explains that a traditional take on
borders in geopolitical studies can be described through the concept of boundary - a standpoint
prevalent in the 1960s where demarcation (i.e. marking off a boundary or setting a limit,
evolution of the phenomenon) and the location of borders were the most central aspects in
border studies. Today, however, a more modern viewpoint, especially in cross-border mobility
studies (e.g. Paasi and Prokkola, 2008; Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Drevon et al., 2016a),
can be approached through the notion of border.
Borders are being described as socio-spatial constructs representing human activities in space
(Van Houtum, 2005; Brunet-Jailly, 2011; Sohn, 2014). Thus, borders do not represent only hard
territorial outlines (Brunet-Jailly, 2011) but express socio-economic differences between
communities and their complex interaction in space (Van Houtum, 2005; Sohn, 2014). The
whole notion is strongly linked to both inclusion and exclusion of people since it’s part of sociospatial, cultural, economic, and political fabrics (Brunet-Jailly, 2011; Sohn, 2014). Borders also
have a virtual and impalpable dimension through the usage of portable technologies, virtual
transactions and tracking of human and commodity movements (Brunet-Jailly, 2011). Hence,
both Van Houtum (2005) and Brunet-Jailly (2011) emphasize that borders have become more
indistinct and should be studied through human interaction and space of flows, a concept first
introduced by Castells (2000).
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According to Kellerman (2012a), space of flows consist of three layers:
a) Technologies - electronic transactions
b) Places – nodes & centers, and
c) Humans – leaders making decisions and guiding policies
According to Brunet-Jailly (2011), space of flows originates when the global economy shapes
policies between nations and a need for multi-level governance emerges. This has a direct link
to the birth of borderland communities (e.g. the Greater Region of Luxembourg) - functional
entities shaped by human interaction as well as contextual and structural factors.
In terms of understanding the complex nature of borders, both Van Houtum (2005) and BrunetJailly (2011) see that today’s scientific approaches should extend over traditional alignments;
the viewpoint of space of flows and human interaction on individual-level should not be left
out. Thus, it can be argued that the person-based approach is a valid standpoint for cross-border
mobility research. Van Houtum (2005) also argues that the notions of boundary and border
should overlap to better discuss bordering practices as well as the justification and ethics of
borders.
In this work, the concept of boundary is the basis for aggregate-level classifications (i.e. home
country detection and assignment) to separate movements that occur across state boundaries.
Otherwise, bordering practices are being investigated through the notion of border trying to
separate daily cross-border movements from other movements.
2.2.2 Daily cross-border mobilities
Daily cross-border mobilities are repetitive human movements where state boundaries are
being crossed. Kaufmann (2000) defines daily mobility as a form of geographical mobility
expressing cyclic movements within a catchment area (Table 1). The cyclic nature of daily
mobility designates that the flows are reversible; the movements are two-way constituting
reoccurring origin-destination pairs (e.g. home-work). Daily movements are thus frequently
performed, expressing routine activities, and also manifesting different forms of human activity
(Ramadier et al., 2005; Kellerman, 2012a).
Kellerman (2012a) identifies three spheres for daily mobilities in spatial context;
a) Context environment,
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b) Movement, and
c) Spatial extent.
Firstly, the context-environment is referring to information society affecting daily movements.
It manifests itself e.g. through space of flows, globalization, and networking (i.e. mobility turn).
Secondly, movement covers directionality and speed on top of circularity; movements have
certain durations and usually a spatial destination. Thirdly, spatial extent covers the potential
of the movement and links between humans and locations (Kellerman, 2012a).
Recent studies on cross-border mobility in Europe (Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Drevon et
al., 2016a) identify two main reasons behind daily movements across state boundaries;
European integration and socio-economical divergences. European integration has been
described as an alleviator of spatial constraints - the free movement of individuals within
Schengen Area enables persons to travel without passports and border controls within mutual
state boundaries, and common euro currency stimulates inter-regional economic transactions.
Socio-economical divergences, on the other hand, are expressed as the main movementenabling factors (Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Drevon et al., 2016a). For instance, relatively
higher wages in a neighboring country but low residential expenses in home country actuate
human cross-border mobility through cross-border commuting (Carpentier, 2012).
Due to these reasons, borderland communities in Europe are expanding in function and form.
This is the case also in other geographical areas, e.g. between the United States and Mexico in
North America (Herzog and Sohn, 2016) as well as Hong Kong and Shenzhen in Asia (Drevon
et al., 2016a).
It is, however, essential to express that even though socio-spatial circumstances would suggest
daily cross-border movements to occur, the phenomenon does not always befall. In other words,
cross-border mobility is an ambiguous concept – there are legal, geographical, economic, social
and cultural aspects affecting an individual’s decision to move (Gerber, 2012; Sohn, 2014). For
instance, some people are commuters or doing shopping between two countries; some people
are tourists visiting a foreign country.
Thus, different cross-border mover types exist, and objectives for the movements are different.
One of the focuses of this work lies in daily cross-border mobilities in the Greater Region of
Luxembourg trying to identify repetitive cyclic flows. One manifestation of this is crossborder commuting.
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According to Gerber (2012), international workforce flows are one of the main aspects of
human mobility where cross-border commuters play a central role. Nevertheless, this still raises
a question; why is there a distinct need to separate daily cross-border mobilities from other
cross-border movements? In a most fundamental sense, the first law of geography can be
invoked; “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things” (Tobler, 1970). In addition, although cyclic cross-border movements have been steadily
increasing in recent years, the socio-economic divergences have not been levelled, and the exact
spatial extent of these daily movements is not well known (Carpentier, 2012). Hence, it is vital
to investigate re-occurring, daily cross-border movement patterns and try to separate them from
infrequent cross-border movement patterns.
Separating daily cross-border movements from infrequent patterns is challenging, however.
Methods presented in previous studies (e.g. Carpentier, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et
al., 2016a) have been suitable for aggregate-level inspections but too simplified for individuallevel. Hence, proper references are difficult to find.
Nonetheless, studies have been conducted in Europe focusing on mathematical thresholds to
identify cross-border commuters (Strüver, 2002; Gerber, 2012; Gerber, 2012 cit. Orfeuil, 2000).
These studies have identified that the Euclidian distance does not exceed 100 km, and in
general, the distance varies from 80–100 km depending on the modes of transportation used.
However, in the Greater Region of Luxembourg, the Euclidian distances can be fairly short,
even as short as 40 km (Gerber, 2012).
In this study, these thresholds are important factors when comparing results to previous studies.
2.2.3 Previous studies
To this day, cross-border mobility studies have focused on quantitative perspectives on different
spatiotemporal levels (Pierrard, 2008; Carpentier, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Melakessou et
al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a). Some researchers have also taken more qualitative standpoints
(Paasi, 1999; Paasi and Prokkola, 2008; Huber and Nowotny, 2011; Gerber, 2012; Ralph, 2015)
focusing on psychological aspects of borders as well as borders as a social practice.
Studies focusing on daily cross-border mobilities (i.e. cross-border commuting) have primarily
been conducted in the Greater Region of Luxembourg (Pierrard, 2008; Carpentier, 2012;
Gerber, 2012; Melakessou et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a) but similar studies have also been
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undergone in Finland and Sweden (Paasi and Prokkola, 2008), Kenya (Blanford et al., 2015),
Ireland (Ralph, 2015), Austria (Wiesböck et al., 2016), the United States and Mexico (Herzog
and Sohn, 2016), as well as in Portugal (Pires and Nunes, 2018).
Thus far, the biggest challenge in cross-border mobility studies has been a lack of
comprehensive quantitative data; data sources (i.e. national statistics, registers, surveys, and
census data) have been scarce, inaccurate or even out of date, although the coverage and
usability have varied (Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et al.,
2016a). As an example, Gerber (2012) points out that interoperability between national statistics
and surveys has been challenging, and Drevon et al. (2016a) state that information on the
duration of activities (i.e. timestamps) have been missing. Geographically speaking, register
data have been weak in Asia but in Europe they have been able to provide relatively reliable
results although not being universal (Drevon et al., 2016a).
Due to these data shortcomings, cross-border mobility studies have resulted in too general
featured outcomes to properly understand the complexities of cross-border mobility. Most of
the studies have only focused on investigations on an aggregate level; person-based approach
has been missing (Drevon et al., 2016a). This is one of the main shortcomings in cross-border
mobility research since the mobility turn is suggesting the opposite (Sheller and Urry, 2006).
In addition, Brunet-Jailly (2011) clearly state that there is a need to focus beyond traditional
viewpoints in border studies and implement the standpoint of individuals.
These issues have led to conceptual and methodological deficiencies in cross-border mobility
research and have emphasized the need to investigate alternative data sources. Especially , there
has been a growing need for individual-level data to be applied in cross-border mobility
research, and subsequently to provide correctives and additional information about the
phenomenon (Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a). Thus, there is a distinct need to study
cross-border mobility using novel data sources (e.g. social media Big Data) from an individual
perspective.

2.3 Big Data approach
2.3.1 The concept of Big Data
Historically, the definition of Big Data has been extremely vague. According to Kitchin and
McArdle (2016), the term was first used in the mid-1990s referring to handling and analysis of
massive datasets. Since then, efforts in trying to explain what Big Data represents in more detail
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have been undergone resulting in various descriptions. For instance, Uprichard (2013)
approached Big Data’s nature through a set of v-words (e.g. versatility, volatility, and vibrancy)
whereas Lupton (2015) through p-words (e.g. productive, predictive, and personal). The
problem in these descriptions, however, is that they dig only into Big Data etymology and lack
conceptual clarity.
A systematic review on Big Data was carried out not until a few years ago by Kitchin and
McArdle (2016) to understand what constitutes Big Data. Based on their findings, there are
many boundaries and forms of Big Data. In other words, there is no single Big Data profile
where every dataset labeled as Big Data could fit; there are different “species” of Big Data.
However, there are some inherent characteristics of Big Data that can be listed:
Table 2. Big Data characteristics according to Kitchin and McArdle (2016).

Characteristic

Definition

Volume

Data quantity, covering the number of records, data
storage required for each individual record and the
full data storage required for all records.

Velocity

The speed to collect, manipulate and publish data.
Usually real-time.

Variety

Structured, semi-structured or unstructured.

Exhaustivity

A system is recording all information, not just a
sample.

Fine-grained

Covers both resolution and unique indexes.

Relationality

Data includes conjunctive factors that enable
coupling with other datasets.

Flexibility

Covers both extensionality (information can be
altered) and scalability (the size of the data can
change rapidly).

According to Kitchin and McArdle (2016), these characteristics are not all found in every
dataset but they are the ones most common. The two most distinctive Big Data features are
velocity and exhaustivity meaning that most of the time Big Data refers to data that is:
a) Easy to manipulate and publish, and
b) Where all information has been recorded real-time or with only a minor delay.
Although not included in Big Data characteristics, Kitchin and McArdle (2016) point out that
also veracity, value, and variability are important attributes.
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Firstly, veracity refers to the truthfulness of the data; although full of rich information, the
datasets are usually also messy and can include errors. Secondly, value indicates that the data
can be used in many purposes and contexts. Lastly, variability emphasizes the mutability of the
data; the meaning of the dataset is continuously switching depending on the context.
These characteristics can be found in many different datasets although labeling a dataset as Big
Data is still somewhat ambiguous today. In general, Big Data datasets are different from
traditional datasets (i.e. surveys and administrative data) in terms of methods, sampling, quality,
repurposing, and management. Examples of Big Data datasets include mobile phone records,
social media, websites, and sensors (Kitchin and McArdle, 2016).
2.3.2 Big Data as a novel data source in mobility and person-based research
Thus far, the main Big Data sources used in mobility research have been mobile phone (e.g.
Ahas et al., 2010; Järv et al., 2014) and social media data (e.g. Hawelka et al., 2014; Blanford
et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017; Manca et al., 2017; Hasnat and Hasan, 2018).
In general, literature on human mobility utilizing social media data and Big Data approach has
been growing in recent years (e.g. Luo et al., 2016; Manca et al., 2017; Rashidi et al., 2017;
Toivonen et al., 2019). However, in terms of cross-border mobility, studies utilizing Big Data
have mostly been missing, Hawelka et al. (2014) and Blanford et al. (2015) largely being the
vanguards providing first evidence on the applicability of social media data in cross-border
research. Both studies investigated mobility flows only on a macro-level; Hawelka et al. (2014)
studied mobility patterns globally, whereas Blanford et al. (2015) focused on spatio-temporal
cross-border flows in the surroundings of Kenya.
One of the reasons for cross-border mobility research scarcity has been the limitation of
utilizing mobile phone data. According to Blanford et al. (2015), “these data are restricted to
the phone providers and coverage may not extend beyond country boundaries unless subscribers
have the necessary roaming capabilities enabled.” Hence, cross-border researchers have been
leaning predominantly on social media data.
In terms of person-based approach, Big Data and broad-scale data, in general, have launched a
mobility data revolution (Willberg, 2019); more and more data are being recorded through
communication technologies thus offering more possibilities for human mobility research. On
top of mobile phone and social media data already mentioned, GPS (Global Positioning System)
tracking with sensors has been one of the key sources of information (Tenkanen, 2013).
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In this study, geotagged social media data from Twitter is being utilized.
2.3.3 Social media data
Social media can be defined as “web-based services that allow individuals, communities and
organizations to collaborate, connect, interact, and build a community by enabling them to
create, co-create, modify, share, and engage with user-generated content that is easily
accessible” (Toivonen et al., 2019 cit. McCay-Peet and Quan-Haase, 2017). From a mobility
research perspective, this user-generated content provides non-continuous traces that can be
used in the detection of human movements (Vanhoof et al., 2018).
There are several different social media platforms available, including e.g. Facebook,
Instagram, Reddit, Flickr, and Twitter. Different platforms also mean different proprietors with
varying standpoints on data availability. Currently, many platforms are not offering data openly
to the public. However, Twitter is one of the few well-known platforms that is providing access
through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
Twitter is a microblogging social media service for sharing short messages (max. 270
characters). In 2018, there were 336 million active Twitter users per month. Currently, Twitter
provides both a Search API and Streaming API (Toivonen et al., 2019) for programmatic data
acquisition.
The Search API provides a timeline endpoint allowing the collection of latest tweets by a user
based on screen name or user id. Currently, the timeline endpoint can return up to 3200 most
recent tweets with a rate limit. This limitation means that a developer can do only 900 requests
to Twitter’s server in a 15-minute interval (Twitter, 2019).
The Streaming API provides three streaming levels: standard, gardenhose, and firehose.
Standard streaming means that there is a possibility to filter a 1 % sample of all real-time tweets
using either specific keywords, user ids or geographic bounding boxes. Gardenhose level offers
a 10 % sample coverage and firehose level a full coverage (Poorthuis and Zook, 2017). Neither
latter streaming levels are publicly open; the access rights need to be applied separately.
Poorthuis and Zook (2017) present two frameworks mainly used in social media data
acquisition through an API:
a) Elaborate data collection framework, and
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b) “Adhoc” data collection framework.
Elaborate data collection is designed for general data acquisition; system records all data
provided by a platform. “Adhoc” approach, on the other hand, is used in specific purposes; a
distinctive schema is built before data collection. A system does not record all data but only
those arrays equivalent to the defined schema. This study utilizes the first approach through the
Twitter Search API.
There are also different ways to approach social media data analysis. Toivonen et al. (2019)
identify:
a) Spatio-temporal analysis (i.e. location-based and person-based approach),
b) Content analysis (e.g. computer vision and natural language processing), and
c) Social network analysis based on likes, comments, and followers.
This study is based on spatio-temporal analysis utilizing a person-based approach. To be more
exact, posts with location information activated (i.e. geotagged) are being studied. The content
is also used in the detection of users’ home countries. It is also pivotal to point out that in order
to geotag a post, a Twitter user must first activate location services on the account - this is
turned off by default (Sloan and Morgan, 2015).
2.3.4 Opportunities and challenges
In social sciences, pros and cons related to Big Data have been increasingly accounted for. New
scientific journals have been founded to address the issues (e.g. SAGE Journals), and the
considerations surrounding the topics are argued to become more and more pivotal (Housley et
al., 2014). Many researchers claim that Big Data can provide multiple opportunities in societal
and mobility research, but there are also several challenges involved (e.g. Goodchild, 2013;
Blanford et al., 2015; Sloan and Morgan, 2015; Kitchin and McArdle, 2016; Poorthuis and
Zook, 2017; Zook et al., 2017; Martí et al., 2019; Toivonen et al., 2019).
Opportunities are mainly been seen stemming from data volume, velocity, exhaustivity,
flexibility, value and relationality (Kitchin and McArdle, 2016; Martí et al., 2019; Toivonen et
al., 2019) as well as coverage and recording durations and locations of activities more
comprehensively than traditional datasets (i.e. surveys and national statistics) (Järv et al., 2014;
Blanford et al., 2015). Previously, it has been difficult and laborious to collect a representative
sample but now systems behind Big Data collection can record all data virtually real-time. In
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addition, the data can be used in several contexts due to versatile characteristics; coupling with
other datasets is possible through relationality, and different schemas can be extracted
depending on the research setting. In today’s research, this process is referred to as Geographic
Knowledge Discovery (GKD) (Tenkanen, 2013, 2017).
In relation to cross-border mobility research, Big Data can thus be argued to offer a possibility
to improve conceptual and methodological deficiencies identified in previous empirical studies
(Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et al., 2016a). Theoretically,
different mobility types can be studied at the same time on various temporal levels although not
too many studies have investigated this aspect. However, Blanford et al. (2015) argue that social
media could provide a relatively good proxy: “geo-referenced tweets ordered in time by an
individual represent semi-continuous movement for that individual and because of the volume
of tweets that are often sent, they can provide key insights into human movement patterns”.
One of the main aspects of this study is to dive into these dynamics.
Challenges, on the other hand, have been seen arising from methods and data accessibility
(Poorthuis and Zook, 2017; Toivonen et al., 2019), data structure and variety (Kitchin and
McArdle, 2016; Poorthuis and Zook, 2017; Martí et al., 2019) as well as representativeness of
the data (Goodchild, 2013; Sloan and Morgan, 2015; Martí et al., 2019).
Usually, due to the vast volume of the data, traditional software are unable to process the data
masses. Hence, coding skills are required and researchers must focus more and more on data
science, which is challenging traditionally needed skills. Poorthuis and Zook (2017) argue that
this poses a threat of undermining theoretical and methodological skills. It is also underlined
that Big Data datasets are not always easy or free to access since data owners do not necessarily
share the same interests as researchers (Poorthuis and Zook, 2017; Toivonen et al., 2019).
Although Big Data flexibility can be seen offering opportunities in mobility research, the actual
structure/variety of the data might cause challenges. Usually, the datasets include a lot of
unnecessary information in relation to study context, and thus, the wanted schema can be tricky
to be extracted (Kitchin and McArdle, 2016; Martí et al., 2019). Also, since all data is being
recorded real time, the content can be cluttered, random, and include errors (Poorthuis and
Zook, 2017; Toivonen et al., 2019). These issues can hamper e.g. the estimation and extraction
of cross-border movements.
The issue of representativeness and transferability of the data is often brought forward in Big
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Data studies. A common argument is that case studies are highly constricted to certain, small
geographical areas which complicate conclusions to be made covering other locations on Earth
(Goodchild, 2013; Martí et al., 2019). Also, according to Martí et al. (2019), there are
contradicting understandings on whether Big Data is representing the whole population in an
area; some argue that e.g. location-based social media (i.e. geotagged posts) covers human
activities adequately once an appropriate sample is being extracted, but some state the opposite.
However, common to these studies is a notion that verification of representativeness is a
troublesome process.
One major challenge is also ethics and protection of data privacy (Zook et al., 2017; Toivonen
et al., 2019). A regulation influencing this study considerably is General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) – an act regulating the handling of personal data in the European Union.
GDRP was designed to give better protection for personal details and is being applied in
European Union member states since May 2018 (The Office of the Data Protection
Ombudsman, 2018). In terms of requirements and ethics, this means that e.g. details on
individuals must be made anonymous and the whole dataset must be guarded against reidentification (Zook et al., 2017).
In this study, I have disassociated all data from specific individuals. In addition, I represent all
main results using density mapping to guard against the re-identification of individuals.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Study area
The study area of this work is centered in the Greater Region of Luxembourg, a territorial cooperation area located in Western and Central Europe. In 2019, this administrative area
includes:
-

The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,

-

Saarland and Rhineland-Pfalz in Germany,

-

Lorraine in France, and

-

Wallonia in Belgium (covering Ostbelgien, the German-speaking community in eastern
parts of Belgium).

The Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (2018) describes the Greater Region of
Luxembourg as the largest cross-border labor market in the European Union with the greatest
number of cross-border workers in the area. In 2016 alone, more than 220 000 commuters
crossed a border every day, out of which approximately 170 000 individuals were targeting
Luxembourg. The employment rate in 2015 was 70.1 %, unemployment rate 7.9 % (The
Government of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 2018).
Figure 1 represents the number of cross-border commuters per administrative area in 2015, and
Figure 3 the development of cross-border commuting targeting Luxembourg from 1994 to 2010
as activity densities. In addition, Figure 4 shows the most common spatial extents for daily
cross-border movements as activity spaces in 2016.
According to the official statistics of the Greater Region of Luxembourg (STATEC, 2016), the
territorial co-operation area had circa 11,5 million inhabitants in 2016. Table 3 represents
population statistics per individual territory covering also two additional areas included in the
study. The complete study area covers the enumerated administrative boundaries of the Greater
Region of Luxembourg as well as the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen in Germany and the
administrative region of Champagne-Ardenne in France (Figure 2).
From now on, the complete study area is being referred to as the Greater Region.
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Figure 1. Cross-border commuters in the Greater Region of Luxembourg in 2015 (STATEC, 2016). France has the greatest
number of cross-border commuters to Luxembourg, followed by Belgium and Germany.
Table 3. Population in the Greater Region. Information based on 2016 statistics, Nordrhein-Westfalen an exception (2015
statistics). Champagne-Ardenne (European Commission, 2019), Nordrhein-Westfalen (UrbiStat, no date), others (STATEC,
2016).

Territory

Inhabitants

Luxembourg

576 249

Saarland

995 597

Rhineland-Pfalz

4 052 803

Lorraine

2 339 019

Wallonia

3 602 216

Nordrhein-Westfalen

17 865 516

Champagne-Ardenne

1 342 363

TOTAL

30 773 763
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Figure 2. The study area covers the administrative boundaries of the Greater Region of Luxembourg in 2019 as well as two
additional territories: Nordrhein-Westfalen in Germany and Champagne-Ardenne in France.

In this study, cross-border movements are being considered between Luxembourg and
neighboring nations, not between individual administrative areas. In other words, e.g. Saarland,
Rheinland-Pfalz, and Nordhein-Westfalen cross-border movements between Luxembourg both
ways are being investigated jointly as Germany-Luxembourg movements.
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Figure 3. The development of cross-border commuting as activity location densities in the Greater Region of Luxembourg according to Drevon et al. (2016b). One can clearly see that the cross-border activities
have been steadily growing.
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Figure 4. Identified activity spaces and most common spatial extents for different daily cross-border movers in the Greater
Region of Luxembourg according to Drevon et al. (2016a).

3.2 Data
3.2.1 Twitter dataset
Digital Geography Lab in the University of Helsinki provided the initial dataset for this study
consisting of 1 239 332 publicly available geotagged tweets from 124 994 users in the
surroundings of the Greater Region in 2016–2018. This data was collected using Twitter
Streaming API from public Twitter user accounts that had posted the tweets openly. This initial
dataset was used to identify users who had posted at least once in Luxembourg. To prepare a
dataset for this study, tweeting histories of these users were collected using Twitter Search API,
covering most recent tweets of all types. The actual Twitter dataset was constructed by filtering
out posts without location information, leaving only geotagged tweets in the dataset. In addition,
likely bots and found errors were discarded. Thus, the actual Twitter dataset used in the analysis
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consisted of 1 022 912 geotagged tweets from 3197 users (Table 4). The temporal coverage of
the dataset extended from September 2010 to December 2018. Geotagged tweet counts per each
year are presented in Table 5.
3.2.2 Other datasets
In addition to the geotagged Twitter dataset, a global country polygons dataset from Database
of Global Administrative Areas (GADM) (2019) was utilized.
The GADM provided spatial data is freely available for academic use including all countries
and their sub-divisions. In addition, the dataset’s geographic ISO (International Organization
for Standardization) codes are in accordance with United Nations Statistics Division (2019)
methodology.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Study design
I carried out this study using a heuristic programmatic approach to promote open science and
to develop new quantitative method tools for future cross-border studies. Data acquisition,
processing, and analysis was implemented using Python (version 3.6.7), a programming
language designed for writing software in a vast variety of application domains. All scripts used
are

openly

available

on

Digital

Geography

Lab’s

GitHub-pages

(https://github.com/DigitalGeographyLab/cross-border-mobility-twitter). The main modules
utilized include Tweepy, Pandas, GeoPandas, Shapely, NumPy and Pickle. Visualization was
carried out using Esri’s ArcMap GIS desktop software.
The complete workflow of the study is presented in Figure 5, and separate analysis phases in
their own subsections. As an overall outline, the workflow consisted of three sub-phases: data
acquisition and preprocessing, analysis, and creation of outputs. The analysis phase included
overall four sub-entities: home detection, detection of cross-border mobility patterns, defining
and extracting cross-border mover types, as well as temporal variation inspections. There are
three types of visual outputs in this study: maps, charts, and tables.
3.3.2 Protection of personal information
This study is in line with GDPR – an act regulating the handling of personal data in the
European Union. For this, I excluded personal information from the user profiles to protect
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against the re-identification of individuals. However, the user ids were retained since the ids
were pivotal in the data acquisition phase. Yet, I created hashed pseudo ids as part of data
collection for each user so that there were zero direct links left for re-identification. Pseudo ids
were required for grouping the data by each individual user in the analysis phase.

Figure 5. Workflow of the study.
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One aspect also considered in this study was guarding against the detection of individual
behavior through published results. Re-identification does not necessarily require direct links,
latent information can also do harm. In terms of mobility, this sort of predicament can emerge
e.g. when presenting trip geometries as LineStrings. If anomalous trips are being clustered
spatio-temporally into one catchment area, this might indicate one person’s trips and e.g. homework connectivity. Hence, I present all trips and individual tweeting clusters in this work as
density maps (either line or kernel density).
3.3.3 Data acquisition and preprocessing
Digital Geography Lab using Twitter Streaming API on standard streaming level collected the
initial dataset. The actual data acquisition for analysis began with the identification of 4020
users who had posted at least once in Luxembourg. The ids of these Twitter users were then
saved in a list to gather their tweeting histories using Twitter Search API and Python Tweepy
user timeline endpoint. The function at hand returned 3200 most recent tweets per user in
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. If an individual did not have 3200 tweets, the
function returned all the tweets from the user. An elaborate data collection framework
(Poorthuis and Zook, 2017) was used in the data collection meaning that all information
provided by the user timeline endpoint was gathered without any extracted schema. A database
was not used in data storage. However, all data was packed using Python and Pickle module.
Tweets without location information were then excluded from the dataset leaving only
geotagged posts as the basis (~13.5 percentage of the raw Twitter dataset). Some Twitter users
are not individual human beings but e.g. automatic bots or advertisement agencies (Hasnat and
Hasan, 2018). Hence, bot detection and exclusion was conducted using Botometer, a Python
machine learning library developed for identification of automated tweeting activity (Indiana
University, 2019). Botometer returns a Complete Automation Probability (CAP) indicating the
likelihood of a user being a bot. Based on previous studies (Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Wojcik et
al., 2018), a CAP threshold of 0.40 was selected meaning that users with over 40 % complete
automation probability were excluded from the analysis.
The second-to-last phase of data acquisition and preprocessing was the removal of errors. This
meant excluding information that lacked unique user information. Altogether 25 704 empty
JSON strings were found of this kind. Table 4 describes the data acquisition phase in terms of
tweets and unique users.
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Figure 6. Workflow for data acquisition and preprocessing.

The last phase consisted of spatially joining the Twitter dataset to country polygons shapefile
to secure having an accurate information on countries where tweets had been sent.
Table 4. Data acquisition phases and evolution of Twitter dataset in terms of numbers.

Phase

Tweets

Tweets dropped

Users

1) User identification

-

-

4020

2) Twitter API

8 247 548

0

3803

3) Geotag selection

1 110 305

7 137 243

3397

4) Bot exclusion

1 048 616

61 689

3198

5) Error removal

1 022 912

25 704

3197

Table 5. Geotagged tweet counts per each year.

Year

Geotagged Tweets

2018

251 185
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2017

257 988

2016

220 236

2015

119 989

2014

89 587

2013

49 138

2012

23 118

2011

11 037

2010

634

3.3.4 Home detection
Home country detection and assignment for Twitter users was based on both user-given
information (user profile) and individual tweeting activities (Figure 7). For those individuals
who had reported their home location unambiguously and in a country part of the Greater
Region (i.e. Belgium, France, Germany or Luxembourg), the home country was assigned
directly based on user-given information. Reported content was interpreted to be unambiguous
if:
a) A user had announced only one home location (i.e. the information hadn’t changed,
multiple information wasn’t given), and
b) Home location was reported on either country, region or city-level.
Home detection and assignment based on user profile in the Greater Region countries was
labeled as the ground truth for home detection validation. For the remaining users, the home
country was detected and assigned based on tweeting activity using a “unique weeks” Home
Detection Algorithm (HDA).
A literature overview of home detection using social media and mobile phone data underlaid
the development of the HDA. A total of eight social media (Li et al., 2012; Pontes et al., 2012;
McGee et al., 2013; Hawelka et al., 2014; Mahmud et al., 2014; Bojic et al., 2015; Hu et al.,
2016; Hasnat and Hasan, 2018) and nine mobile phone articles (Ahas et al., 2010; FriasMartinez et al., 2010; Frias-Martinez and Virseda, 2012; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2012; Csáji
et al., 2013; Calabrese et al., 2014; Kung et al., 2014; Tizzoni et al., 2014; Vanhoof et al., 2018)
were classified in terms of studied home detection methods. After complex decision rules (i.e.
machine learning approaches), the most common HDAs used were spatial groupings, time34

based limitations or a combination of these two. Thus, I developed and selected “unique days”
and “unique weeks” HDAs for further inspection, out of which the latter one performed better
in terms of accuracy. The accuracy calculations were based on the ground truth data.

Figure 7. The heuristics for user home country and home region detection.

Once each Twitter user had been assigned to a home country, a three-tier home region
classification (Figure 8) was implemented:
a) The Greater Region
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b) Potentials, and
c) Others
The Greater Region class consisted of users whose home location was situated inside the study
area. Potentials, on the other hand, covered individuals who lived in Belgium, France or
Germany but not inside the Greater Region. Lastly, Others included all remaining home
countries.

Figure 8. A three-tier home region classification.

The classification was implemented to better understand how distance effects aggregate-level
movement patterns – as already mentioned in introduction and background sections, the exact
spatial extent of the cross-border movements isn’t well known. In addition, separating users
living in the Greater Region (i.e. the study area) was pivotal to study daily cross-border
movements in relation to Luxembourg. The name Potentials refers to the users’ potential to be
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cross-border movers in the Greater Region although their home region is not located inside the
Greater Region.
Individuals living in Luxembourg were assigned directly to the first class, whereas Belgium,
France, and Germany residents had to be divided between the first two classes. The ”unique
weeks” HDA developed in this study was implemented again to partition the users. If the HDA
detected a user’s activity to be situated inside the Greater Region (e.g. Lorraine in France), the
user was attached to the Greater Region class and the activity country section was labeled as
the user’s dominance area. If two countries inside the Greater Region were tied on top in most
tweeting activity, a user was labeled as a potential cross-border mover.

3.3.5 Detection of cross-border mobility patterns
Activity location calculations in the Greater Region underlaid the detection of cross-border
mobility patterns. The calculations were implemented on both individual and country section
levels covering only tweets inside each dominance area. All calculations were implemented
using median centroid values.

Figure 9. Workflow for detection of cross-border mobility patterns.

The actual detection of cross-border mobility patterns was set up by extracting individual
movements from the Twitter dataset (Figure 9). This was based on ordering geotagged tweets
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per user in a chronological order. Two consecutive posts were interpreted to represent a trip if
under 365 days was passed between the tweets. Both origin and destination countries were
stored as attributes to identify cross-border movements between countries.
Extracting individual movements covered also classification of the movements on an aggregate
level. The classification was constructed to indicate crossings of state boundaries in the Greater
Region:
a) Inside the Greater Region, state boundary crossed (“Inside GRL”)
b) Inside the Greater Region, state boundary not crossed (“Inside GRL, no CB)
c) Inbound to or outbound from the Greater Region, the Greater Region administrative
area crossed (“Crossing GRL”)
d) Outside the Greater Region, state boundary either crossed or not (“Outside GRL”),
Trips distances were also calculated. The calculation was based on Haversine formula
((Equation 1), a mathematical equation used in distance calculations in 3D space (e.g. the great
circle distance between two points on a sphere) (Esri, 2017):

(Equation 1. The Haversine formula.)

Where:
-

d = distance

-

r = radius of the sphere (in this case Earth, 6371 km)

-

Φ1, Φ2 latitude of point 1 and point 2

-

λ1, λ2 longitude of point 1 and point 2

3.3.6 Defining and extracting cross-border mover types
In this study, I developed a heuristic algorithm to extract daily cross-border mobilities for users
belonging to the Greater Region home region class. The algorithm processes each Twitter user
individually and consists of two inspections:
a) “Inside GRL” trips’ share of all trips inside the Greater Region, and
b) Each country section’s share of geotagged posts.
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The first criterion was passed if “Inside GRL” trips’ share of all trips for a user was >= 20 %.
The second criterion, again, was passed if a country section’s share of geotagged posts was >=
20 % and the 20 % threshold was exceeded in at least two country sections. Also, one of these
sections had to be a user’s dominance area. This was not self-evident due to already identified
possible cross-border movers who didn’t have a dominance area label.
If both criteria were satisfied, a user was labeled as a daily cross-border mover. Else, a user
was given an infrequent border crosser label.
I set up the formulation of the algorithm with a sentiment analysis. Figure 10 represents the
relative share of “Inside GRL” trips out of all movements inside the Greater Region, and Figure
11 a country section’s share of geotagged posts where each Greater Region user had posted
most of the tweets. For most of the users, this meant the assigned dominance area.
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Figure 10. The relative share of state boundary crossings inside the Greater Region for users assigned to the Greater Region
home region class.

In attempt to find the smallest common denominator for the two inspections, I detected a 20 %
threshold. With “Inside GRL”, it covered approximately 41 % of the users and with country
sections’ share, circa 37 %. In other words, selecting 20 % as the threshold for both inspections
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covered approximately the same relative share of users. In Figure 11 the 20 % threshold is
presented inversely; 80 % is the maximum value to potentially have a 20 % representation in
two country sections.
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Figure 11. A country section’s share of geotagged posts where each Greater Region user had posted most of the tweets. For
most of the users, this meant the dominance area.

3.3.7 Temporal variation
An inspection of cross-border movement’s temporal variation was conducted for both crossborder mover types. The calculations summed up both origin and destination weekdays from
“Inside GRL” trips made both ways between each dominance area and Luxembourg. An
average count of cross-border movements was calculated based on all weekdays. Finally,
variances were calculated for each weekday in relation to the average value.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Home location detection
For 1052 users out of 3197 (32.9 %), a home country was detected in Belgium, France,
Germany or Luxembourg based on user-given information. For the remaining 2145 users (67.1
%), the home country was assigned based on the “unique weeks” HDA developed in this study.
Based on the findings from the literature overview, a method comparison between “unique
days” and “unique weeks” was conducted. With respect to the ground truth, “unique weeks”
(88.6 %) returned a slightly better accuracy than “unique days” (87.1 %).
In terms of home region classification, 733 users were assigned to the Greater Region class,
819 to Potentials, and 1645 to Others. Table 6 represents the results of the dominance area
detection and assignment inside the Greater Region class.
Table 6. Dominance areas inside the Greater Region. User counts as well as AVG and MDN descriptive statistics for
geotagged tweets per user.

Dominance area

Users

Average geotagged Median geotagged
Tweets per user
Tweets per user

Luxembourg

472

112

22

France

161

98

22

Germany

43

167

32

Belgium

25

34

80

Potential crossborder mover

32

191

7,5

TOTAL

733

111

23

Belgium had the highest median and the lowest average value for geotagged tweets per user. In
addition, 32 potential cross-border movers were identified. However, as can be seen from the
median values, many users had only few geotagged tweets posted. Only one user with a
potential cross-border mover label had several geotagged posts, which had a considerable effect
on the relatively high average value (191). The user in question was identified as a daily crossborder mover between Luxembourg and France and was eventually given France as a
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dominance area label. Other users labeled as potential cross-border movers were excluded from
the later analysis resulting in 702 individuals belonging to the Greater Region class.

4.2 Aggregate-level cross-border mobility patterns
Based on activity location densities, tweeting activity of people is distinctly clustered in the city
of Luxembourg when considering all geotagged posts in the Greater Region (year coverage
2010–2018). In addition, the dominance of France is prominent (Figure 12). These findings are
in line with the results from dominance area detection and assignment; most of the Twitter users
were found having greatest activity in either Luxembourg or France (Table 6).

Figure 12. Activity location densities based on user median centroids. The main activity is
clustered in the heart of Luxembourg. Kernel density cell size 1000 m2, 10 000 m search radius.
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Overall, 816 033 trips were detected from the used dataset. Figure 13 and Table 7 represent the
nature of these movements in relation to the Greater Region state boundaries.
A distinct outcome is that users belonging to the Greater Region class are mainly crossing a
state boundary inside the Greater Region. The further away a user is living in relation to the
Greater Region, the more common it is that the movements and border crossings are happening
outside the administrative area (Figure 13).

100 %
90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %
Others
50 %

Potentials
Greater Region

40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
Inside GRL

Inside GRL, no CB

Crossing GRL

Outside GRL

Figure 13. Movement types in relation to state boundaries and the Greater Region. Year coverage 2010–2018.

For the Greater Region users, the most common movement is a trip inside the area without a
crossing of a state boundary. For Potentials and Others, most of the movements are happening
outside the Greater Region. In terms of crossing the Greater Region, the number of trips is
relatively minor for all home region groups. The Greater Region users have the largest relative
share of 13.5 % while Potentials have 8.8 % and Others only 2.0 % (Table 7).
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Table 7. Extracted mobilities and the relative shares of movement types for different home region groups. Year coverage
2010–2018.

Greater Region
Inside GRL

5776

Inside GRL, no
CB

Potentials

(10.0 %) 1725

Others
(0.8 %) 1207

TOTAL
(0.2 %) 8708

(1.1 %)

26 934 (46.8 %) 25 525 (11.7 %) 5625

(1.0 %) 58 084

(7.1 %)

Crossing GRL

7747

(2.0 %) 37 846

(4.6 %)

Outside GRL

17 059 (29.7 %) 171 940 (78.8 %) 522 396 (96.7 %) 711 395 (87.2 %)

TOTAL

57 516

(13.5 %) 19 133

(8.8 %) 10 966

(100 %) 218 323 (100 %) 540 194 (100 %) 816 033 (100 %)

The following figures (Figure 14 - Figure 17) represent aggregate cross-border movements
yearly from 2014 to 2018 based on three-tier home region classification (for reasons behind
dropping 2010–2013, see discussion section 5.1.2 Twitter API ). The movements cover
crossings of the state boundaries between the Greater Region countries, not only between the
Greater Region country sections.
THE GREATER REGION
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2015
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0%
2014
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TOTAL (N)

2014
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964
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1795

Figure 14. Cross-border movements (C-B) yearly in the Greater Region for the Greater Region users.
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2017
2424

2018
1861

Firstly, cross-border movements are most dominant between France and Luxembourg both
ways for individuals belonging to the Greater Region home region class (Figure 14). The
relative share of cross-border movements between these two areas has also been progressively
growing in recent years. In terms of other neighboring countries (Belgium and Germany), crossborder movements between Luxembourg and Germany are slightly more common than
movements between Luxembourg and Belgium. However, the trend in both connections seems
to be that their relative shares are dropping in relation to France-Luxembourg connection.
Overall, cross-border movements including Luxembourg cover approximately 90 % of all trips
made in 2014–2018.
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Figure 15. Cross-border movements (C-B) yearly in the Greater Region for Potentials.

Secondly, considering Potentials (Figure 15), one can clearly see the dynamics changing. Crossborder movements including Luxembourg are more infrequent; approximately 65 % of all trips
in 2014–2017 and only slightly over 40 % in 2018. LUX-FRA movements, however, are still
showing a strong interrelationship between the two countries. Movements between
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Luxembourg’s neighboring countries are also more common compared to the Greater Region
class, especially in FRA-BEL.
In addition, considering the number of border crossings (i.e. total n-values), cross-border
movements in the Greater Region are distinctly more infrequent for Potentials than users in the
Greater Region group.
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Figure 16. Cross-border movements (C-B) yearly in the Greater Region for Others.

Thirdly, cross-border movements in the Greater Region for Others are even more infrequent;
only 2016 and 2017 have representative n-values (Figure 16). However, movements including
Luxembourg and a neighboring country are relatively high, even up to 80 % in 2017. LUXGER connection is distinctly the most dominant.
Finally, all trips combined, the relative share of cross-border movements including
Luxembourg is approximately 80 % in 2014–2017 and circa 72 % in 2018 (Figure 17). The
results are distinctly like the relative shares of the Greater Region users. The difference comes
from BEL-GER, FRA-GER. and FRA-BEL trips. Their relative shares combined are close to
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20 % whereas for the Greater Region users, it fluctuates between 8-15 %.
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Figure 17. All aggregated cross-border movements (C-B) yearly.

4.3 Defined and extracted cross-border mover types
4.3.1 Daily cross-border movers
A daily cross-border mover label was assigned to 172 users out of 702 (24.5 %) in the Greater
Region based on the heuristic cross-border mover classification algorithm. Figure 18 shows the
activity locations of daily cross-border movers inside the Greater Region with Luxembourg
extracted.
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Figure 18. Daily cross-border mover activity location densities based on geotagged Twitter in 2010–2018. Kernel density
cell size 1000 m2, 10 000 m search radius. Luxembourg extracted. High density areas are situated in France.
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The activity locations of the daily cross-border movers are distinctly located near the
Luxembourg state boundary. The densest clusters are in France revealing Thionville, Metz, and
Nancy as the hotspot areas. Other activity locations in France are Villerupt and Longwy, only
a few kilometers away from the Luxembourg border in southwest.
In Belgium, the city of Arlon has the highest spatial density amongst daily cross-border movers,
and in Germany, Trier, Saarburg, and Bitburg are the main activity clusters.
These activity areas are distinct start and endpoints for daily cross-border movements. Figure
19 represents all “Inside GRL” cross-border movements between dominance areas and
Luxembourg both ways as line densities.
Firstly, Belgium-Luxembourg daily cross-border movements are spatially dispersed to several
different areas. Yet, distinct high-density concentrations can be detected. Arlon-Luxembourg
connection is distinguished as having the highest density. Other distinct links between the
Grand Dutchy capital and Belgium include Martelange and Neufchàteau. Weaker connections
to Jenneville, Libramont-Chevigny, Liége, and Namur also stand out.
In terms of other areas in Luxembourg; Clervaux, Differdange, and Mersch stand out having
daily cross-border connections with Belgium. Clervaux has a distinct interconnection with both
Oudler and Saint-Vith in the north, Differdange with Arlon, and Mersch with Jenneville.
Secondly, between France and Luxembourg, the overall spatial dispersion of the cross-border
movements is much lower than between Belgium and Luxembourg. The main connections are
distinctly Metz-Luxembourg and Thionville-Luxembourg. Other high-density concentrations
include Differdange in Luxembourg. These daily cross-border movements cover Metz, Nancy,
and Villerupt in France.
Finally, daily cross-border movements between Germany and Luxembourg are again more
spatially dispersed. Movements including the Grand Dutchy capital are clearly connected to
Trier and Bitburg - two of the three identified activity location clusters in Germany. Trier has
high spatial connection also with Mersch, Diekirch, and Clervaux in Luxembourg, whereas
Bitburg with Diekirch
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BEL-LUX

FRA-LUX

GER-LUX

Figure 19. Inside GRL trips for identified daily cross-border movers in 2010–2018. Movements cover both ways between Luxembourg and surrounding dominance areas. Line density cell size 500 m2, 750 m
search radius. FRA-LUX has the highest maximum flow intensity, GER-LUX the lowest.
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More remote areas are also identified in Nordrhein-Westfalen and Rheinland-Pfalz; Bonn and
Köln are distinctly standing out as well as Kirchberg. They are all mainly connected to the city
of Luxembourg.
Daily cross-border movements to Saarland reflect the overall Germany-Luxembourg
connection – start and endpoints are relatively dispersed.
All in all, France-Luxembourg connections have the highest maximum flow intensity followed
by Belgium-Luxembourg and Germany-Luxembourg.
4.3.2 Infrequent border crossers
While 172 users were identified as cross-border commuters, the rest of the Greater Region users
(530 out of 702, 75.5 %) were classified as infrequent border crossers. Figure 20 shows the
activity locations of these users inside the Greater Region with Luxembourg extracted.
In relation to the activity locations of the daily cross-border movers, infrequent border crossers
have the same high-density area clusters in all dominance areas surrounding Luxembourg, but
a lot more spatial dispersion can be detected, especially in Germany. Activity densities in
Rheinland-Pfalz are distinctly diffused around Luxembourg’s eastern boundary, and some
activity centers can be detected in Saarland. In Belgium, densities expand slightly towards west,
and the surroundings of Saint-Vith stand out as a local activity cluster. In France, the most
apparent observation is that spatial densities around Thionville are distinctly lower and more
dispersed than in the case of daily cross-border movers.
Considering the line densities for all “Inside GRL” trips between Luxembourg and surrounding
dominance areas both ways for infrequent border crossers, the spatial dispersion becomes more
evident than in the case of daily cross-border movers (Figure 21). Between Belgium and
Luxembourg, Arlon-Luxembourg and Virton-Esch-sur-Alzette connections can be detected
near the state boundary, but otherwise, cross-border movements seem to extend to more remote
areas in northern parts of Wallonia. Between France and Luxembourg, the high-density crossborder movements appear to be relatively like the “Inside GRL” trips of the daily cross-border
movers, but more infrequent movements are distinctly spatially dispersed to southern parts of
Lorraine. Between Germany and Luxembourg, the situation resembles the BelgiumLuxembourg relation; one connection is clearly strong near the state boundary (TrierLuxembourg) but mostly the cross-border movements are spatially extended to remote areas.
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Figure 20. Infrequent border crosser activity location densities based on geotagged Twitter in 2010–2018. Kernel density
cell size 1000 m2, 10 000 m search radius. Luxembourg extracted. High densities are situated in France, but a lot more
spatial dispersion can be detected in relation to daily cross-border mobilities.
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BEL-LUX

FRA-LUX

GER-LUX

Figure 21. Inside GRL trips for infrequent border crossers in 2010–2018. Movements cover both ways between Luxembourg and surrounding dominance areas. Line density cell size 500 m2, 750 m search radius.
FRA-LUX has the highest maximum flow intensity, BEL-LUX the lowest.
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4.3.3 Cross-border movement distances
Already comparing the “Inside GRL” movements of daily cross-border movers and infrequent
border crossers (Figure 19 and Figure 21), it seems apparent that the two cross-border mover
types differ from each other in terms of covered distances. Table 8 represents the average and
median distances of “Inside GRL” movements for both mover types.
Table 8. Cross-border movement distance comparison between daily cross-border movers and infrequent border crossers.
Year coverage 2010–2018.

Distance AVG (km)
CB-movement both ways

Distance MDN (km)

BEL-

FRA-

GER-

BEL-

FRA-

GER-

LUX

LUX

LUX

LUX

LUX

LUX

Daily cross-border mover

44

56

61

25

49

40

Infrequent border crosser

81

69

79

49

49

46

Difference

37

13

18

24

0

6

Considering the distance differences between the two mover types, an apparent observation is
the difference between BEL-LUX daily cross-border movers and infrequent border crossers;
both the average (37 km) and median (24 km) distance differences are relatively higher than
the parallel FRA-LUX and GER-LUX values. GER-LUX connection is also divergent between
the two cross-border mover types although the differential is not as strong as the difference in
BEL-LUX; average distance difference is 18 km, and median difference 6 km.
The difference values between France and Luxembourg are slightly different from the two other
dominance areas. The average difference is the lowest (13 km) and the median difference is
neutral. This is also slightly apparent when considering the visual differences between crossborder movements; the high-density connections seem to be extremely close between daily
cross-border movers and infrequent border crossers (Figure 19 and Figure 21).
In terms of individual daily cross-border connections, daily cross-border movers between
Belgium and Luxembourg have relatively short trip distances; median value is only 25 km.
However, distinct fluctuations are evident since the average trip distance is 44 km. Variations
in daily cross-border movements can also be detected in Germany; median distance is 40 km,
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average 61 km. In France, alterations seem to be slight; median value is 49 km and average 56
km.
Considering infrequent border crossers, the fluctuations are higher in all dominance areas. In
Belgium, the average value is 81 km and median 49 km. The equivalent values in France are
69 km and 49 km, and in Germany 79 km and 46 km.
As an outcome, the trip distances covered by daily cross-border movers are evidently shorter
than by infrequent border crossers. One can also state that the average values manifest bias due
to individuals who travel long distances while median values represent central movement
tendencies more accurately. Figure 23 represents these dynamics through cumulative distance
graphs. It clearly shows that the median values are in a close correspondence to 50 % cumulative
coverage. The only deviation to this is infrequent border crossers between Belgium and
Luxembourg where the average value represents 50 % cumulative coverage in distances.
4.3.4 Temporal variation
The temporal variation inspections of cross-border movements were carried out on weekday
level for both cross-border mover types. Considering daily cross-border movers, cross-border
movements are predominantly occurring on business days whereas weekends’ share of border
crossings is way below average (Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Weekday variation for daily cross-border movers. Inside GRL trips both ways in 2010–2018.
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Figure 23. Inside GRL trip distances in 2010–2018. One can clearly see that individuals traveling long distances cause bias to average values.
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The weekday variance for infrequent border crossers is de facto the opposite; the border
crossings’ share of occurrence on business days is distinctly below the average whereas on
weekends, there is a clear peak on cross-border movements (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. Weekday variation for infrequent border crossers. Inside GRL trips both ways in 2010–2018.
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Data considerations
5.1.1 The coverage of geotagged Twitter depends on data acquisition processes
Previous studies (e.g. Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Blanford et al., 2015; Drevon et al.,
2016a) have shown that comprehensive data for cross-border mobility research has largely been
missing; national statistics, registers, surveys, and census data have lacked information about
the duration of activities. Partly due to this, investigations have focused mainly on aggregate
levels, and person-based approach has been missing. There has been a distinct call for studying
alternative data sources, including social media. In this study, geotagged Twitter data was
utilized in the study area of the Greater Region of Luxembourg. Acquisition of the data was
carried out on multiple levels.
Firstly, Digital Geography Lab from the University of Helsinki provided the initial dataset
covering all tweets from 2016-2018 collected from the Twitter Streaming API on standard 1 %
level for 124 994 users. Secondly, users who had posted at least once in Luxembourg with
location information activated (i.e. geotagged post) were identified from the initial dataset. In
retrospect, this could have covered the entire Greater Region of Luxembourg, not just the Grand
Duchy, to achieve larger coverage. Thirdly, individual tweeting histories of identified users
were collected from Twitter Search APIs’ user timeline endpoint. This process resulted in a
dataset in which geotagged tweet coverage was approximately 13.5 % for 3803 users (see Table
4).
In previous studies on location based social media, the representativeness of the data has
received mixed opinions. Martí et al. (2019) conducted a literature overview on the matter
stating that in some cases the sample sizes have been adequate to cover human activity on an
aggregate level. However, in some cases, the samples’ representativeness of the wider social
media platform population has been questioned.
In previous studies on Twitter (Sloan et al., 2013; Sloan and Morgan, 2015), it has been argued
that users activating location information and publishing geotagged tweets are not
representative of the wider Twitter population. As a reference, Sloan et al. (2013) reported a
geotag coverage of 0.85 %, and Sloan and Morgan (2015) a relative share of 3.1 %. Both studies
utilized Twitter Streaming API on standard 1 % level. In 2015, the dataset covered globally
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more than 30 million tweeters during April.
The most distinctive difference between previous Twitter coverage research and this study in
terms of data acquisition is the identification of users having location information activated. In
this study, all users whose tweeting histories were collected from Twitter Search API had
already activated their location information at some point (i.e. geotag identified). In previous
studies (Sloan et al., 2013; Sloan and Morgan, 2015), only Twitter Streaming API was utilized
without filtering of location information activation.
The results show that this solution in data acquisition process increases geotagged tweet
coverage considerably. Hence, in future studies, representativeness of geotagged Twitter should
be considered through multi-level data acquisition processes. However, one must also consider
the spatial coverage and n-values (i.e. user count). In this study, only a relatively small area was
under main scrutiny (i.e. the Greater Region) while previous Twitter studies had a global spatial
coverage. In addition, this study covered lower n-values; the initial dataset consisted of 124 994
users while previous studies had tens of millions.
Future studies should also consider content analysis in addition to spatio-temporal analysis
approach. This could increase study sample and extend the spatial information of users from
their digital footprints. For instance, geoparsing (i.e. extracting place names from text and
returning location information) in relation to Twitter user profile could provide even better
coverage. These types of options are already available e.g. for Python (Mordecai geoparsing
library).
5.1.2 Twitter API highlights the most recent tweets causing yearly temporal bias
The Twitter dataset used in analysis had a temporal coverage of 2010-2018. However, as can
be seen from the total n-values of aggregate cross-border movements yearly (Figure 14-Figure
17), the n-values are relatively lower in 2014 and 2015 than in 2016-2018. All years before
2014 were even lower covering only sporadic user tweeting activity (see Table 5). Hence, they
were excluded from aggregate-level border crossing inspections.
This yearly bias was mainly caused by Twitter Search APIs’ user timeline endpoint utilized in
data acquisition. It returned 3200 most recent tweets for each individual user. If a user had less
than 3200 tweets in the account, the API returned all tweets.
I carried out the user selection and filtering before using the Twitter search API, which meant
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that this study was dealing with active Twitter users. Hence, it was natural that the user timeline
endpoint largely returned posts from latest years.
For future studies, it is thus recommended to consider alternative Twitter API endpoints if a
study aims to focus on tweeting activities in the past. For studies utilizing person-based
approach based on active users, the user timeline endpoint gives valuable information; the
tweets collected are not sporadic from different users, but systematically saved from each user
at a time. In addition, this issue should be considered while evaluating the representativeness
of the social media data in mobility research.
This study also suggests that a multi-year cross-border mobility analysis is possible to be carried
out with user timeline endpoint including two- or three-years tweeting information. It is likely,
however, that there would be effects on coverage if the Twitter Streaming API was used on
either gardenhose or firehose level instead of standard (for differences in streaming levels, see
2.3.3 Social media data).
The coverage of the dataset is also affected by errors and anomalies related to data acquisition
processes as well as filtering of unwanted information. In this study, the Twitter Search API
did not return all tweeting histories of 4020 users. 217 users returned two types of errors; a 404error meaning that the user was not found (i.e. removed from Twitter) and a 401-error meaning
that the access was unauthorized (i.e. contents converted to non-public). In addition, 406 users
did not return a single geotagged post although at least one was identified per user in the initial
data. These contents might have been removed from Twitter or the user timeline endpoint could
not reach these contents. For instance, if a user had posted a geotag on February 2016 but the
user timeline endpoint returned only 3200 most recent posts between March 2016 and
December 2018, the geotag coverage might have been zero for the user at question.
Furthermore, the user timeline endpoint returned 25 704 empty JSON strings (i.e. empty
records having no attribute information about the collected tweets). Twitter server/API
overloads or issues with packing the data as part of data acquisition process might have caused
this. In future studies, it is thus recommended to use a database for data storage, an important
remark also pointed out by Poorthuis and Zook (2017). The JSON format returned by the
Twitter Search API is well suited for NoSQL databases, e.g. MongoDB. Using a database would
precipitate the data collection process and decrease a risk for user-based errors.
If an object-relational or spatial database is used, a schema must be built separately. Then, it is
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recommended to use an “adhoc” approach instead of an elaborate data collection framework
used in this study. As a default, the Twitter API returns a wide variety of user profile
information, which will complicate building of a database schema (Twitter, 2019).
Bot detection in this study was carried out using a 40 % threshold based on findings from
previous studies (Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Wojcik et al., 2018). However, this issue has not
been investigated much. As a result, the 40 % threshold should be considered critically in the
future studies; some bots might not have been removed from the dataset, and conversely, some
non-automated content might have been removed.

5.2 Methodological reflections
5.2.1 Twitter user profile can provide insights for home country detection
In recent studies, detecting home country accurately from non-continuous traces (i.e. social
media and mobile phone data) has been reported to be extremely difficult (Bojic et al., 2015;
Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Vanhoof et al., 2018). The main issues have been that heuristic
thresholds have been placed “blindly” without adequate reference (Vanhoof et al., 2018) and
that possibilities for validation have been limited (Hasnat and Hasan, 2018; Vanhoof et al.,
2018). Bojic et al. (2015) also point out that choosing the most suitable method should be
considered individually for each dataset since datasets are unequally susceptible to varied
methods. Hence, it is demanding to select the methods so that they serve each study setting in
a most suitable manner.
A vast number of home detection algorithms presented for non-continuous traces in previous
studies are leaning on either heuristics (e.g. Li et al., 2012; McGee et al., 2013; Hawelka et al.,
2014) or complex decision rules (e.g. machine learning solutions) (e.g. Ahas et al., 2010; FriasMartinez and Virseda, 2012). To the writer’s knowledge, only Hasnat and Hasan (2018) are
considering user profile information as the ground truth information for validation. However,
this information was not utilized as part of home detection and assignment.
In this study, user-given home location was labeled as a home country if the information had
been reported unambiguously and with enough spatial accuracy in user profile. Based on these
criteria, I was able to detect and assign a home country for 33 % of all users. This relative share
could have been extended if the user-given information had been applied to countries outside
the Greater Region. However, this was irrelevant in the context of the selected study area and
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study setting. It might have excluded users who had named a home country outside the Greater
Region but who are, nonetheless, manifesting daily cross-border mobility in the area.
Later in the analysis, the user-given information was connected to heuristics when identifying
dominance areas (i.e. daily life spaces of people) inside the Greater Region. Activity location
densities (Figure 18 & Figure 20) seem to correspond well to previous studies (see 5.3.1 ) which
also supports the relevance of utilizing user profile information as part of home detection.
Thus, this study argues that the Twitter user profile can provide insights for home country
detection, not only for validation. If the user-given information for home country has not
changed and the user-given location corresponds to the spatio-temporal activity of an
individual, user profile can be argued to give insights to the user’s activity locations also in a
wider sense. However, this study did not expand the analysis to cover individual activity spaces
as e.g. Järv et al. (2014) did, an issue proposed to be considered in the future studies.
Overall, future social media and home detection studies should give more emphasis to user
content as well as advanced methods. Heuristics and complex decision rules connected to userreported information can provide an asset to the selection of a suitable home detection method
in each study setting and reveal new insights for human mobility.
5.2.2 Heuristic home country detection methods result in high accuracy on a regional level
Recently, Hasnat and Hasan (2018) compared different home detection methods in tourist
identification via geotagged Twitter in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score.
Adaptive boosting, a machine learning method, returned the best accuracy result of 82.4 %.
One heuristic algorithm was also introduced (accuracy being 79.1 %) relying on time-based
limitations for each night. All calculations were based on 108 560 geotagged tweets for 6519
users identified in Central Florida region. To the writer’s knowledge, other similar inspections
have not been conducted using social media data in the context of daily mobilities.
In this study, the developed “unique weeks” heuristic HDA returned an accuracy of 88.6 % in
relation to the ground truth extracted from geotagged Twitter data, the “unique days” 87.1 %.
The results in relation to previous ones are extremely promising and give valuable insights for
home detection approaches in future research. However, it is recommended to consider also
more advanced methods, e.g. complex decision rules. If the accuracy results were better in the
context of tourist identification, the outcome in the context of daily movements could also be
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even higher. Content analysis could also enhance both accuracy and precision.
These results should, however, be considered cautiously since many external factors are
different in this study than in what Hasnat and Hasan (2018) conducted. Firstly, in tourist
identification, one is trying to identify sporadic behavior from an individual perspective
whereas daily cross-border mobilities are reoccurring movements in a specified catchment area.
Hence, they are antonyms by nature and require different approaches in terms of home
detection. Hasnat and Hasan (2018) labeled users who didn’t satisfy the HDA’s criteria as
tourists, but in this study, the results from home detection were the foundation for daily crossborder mover extraction in the Greater Region area.
Secondly, in this study, home detection validation was carried out in the Greater Region of
Luxembourg, an area located inland. Florida, on the other hand, is a peninsula mainly
surrounded by the sea. In the Greater Region, an individual could easily have reoccurring
activities in two or more administrative areas since every boundary is shared with another
country inside the Schengen Area. In Florida, the nearby human activities can only be in
Georgia or Alabama up north instead of Florida; there are less common administrative
boundaries with other areas that in the Greater Region. Hence, the risk of spatial errors is higher
in the Greater Region.
This aspect was considered in this study while assigning dominance areas for each user having
most activities in the Greater Region. As can be seen from Table 6, majority of the users had
the most tweeting activity inside Luxembourg, and Belgium seems to be underrepresented. It
is possible that some users who are living e.g. in Belgium were classified to Luxembourg due
to Twitter activities. Thus, all cross-border movements between Luxembourg and neighboring
countries were analyzed covering both ways. This issue could be solved through content
analysis of tweets to reveal actual home locations.
Finally, the fact that both validations were constricted to geographically distinct regional levels,
it is still difficult to express whether conclusions can be made globally. This observation is in
line with findings of Goodchild (2013) and Martí et al. (2019), who argue that individual case
studies based on location-based social media include problems in terms of transferability of the
results to other geographical areas. However, as already Hägerstrand (1970) has pointed out,
“nothing truly general can be said about aggregate regularities until it has been made clear how
far they remain invariant at micro level”. Hence, in future home detection studies, it is
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recommended to expand the geographical coverage to more global while still maintaining the
person-based approach.
5.2.3 Counting border crossings accurately is challenging
Movement extraction in this study was based on ordering geotagged tweets per user in a
chronological order. Two consecutive posts were interpreted to represent a trip if under 365
days was passed between the tweets. Both origin and destination countries were stored as
attributes to identify cross-border movements between countries.
In previous studies, movement extraction from social media data has not been seen as a major
predicament (Hawelka et al., 2014; Blanford et al., 2015). Basic assumption has been that
consecutive posts represent a trip by nature, and only inconsistent speed of travel has been
excluded (e.g. speed over 1000 km/h) (Hawelka et al., 2014; Blanford et al., 2015).
However, estimating the locations and activities between consecutive posts has been noted
being challenging (Luo et al., 2016). Luo et al. (2016) assumed that individuals stay at the same
location in between two posts. Temporal filtering was implemented so that if a user’s tweeting
activity was less than one tweet per week, an individual was excluded. Mobility was studied
inside the city of Chicago with six months temporal coverage (January 1st, 2013 – June 30th,
2013).
In this study, the same approach was difficult to implement. This study focused on total
movement patterns from several years trying to identify daily cross-border movement patterns.
In the context of cross-border mobility, if e.g. 150 days has been passed between two back-toback tweets from different countries by an individual, it can be stated that a state boundary has
been crossed. If temporal filtering had been implemented similarly than Luo et al. (2016) had,
this would have excluded many state boundary crossings. Hence, I introduced a 365-day
threshold.
Some challenges, however, do emerge if the temporal filtering is extended from one-week
average to a maximum of 365 days. For instance, in the case of 150 days, it is impossible to say
how many times the state boundary has been crossed although it has happened at least once.
Inversely, it is also possible that an individual has crossed a state boundary although there has
not been any social media activity. Hence, counting border crossings accurately jointly with
movement extraction from geotagged Twitter is challenging. In addition, this raises a question
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of the level of social media equivalence to human cross-border mobility.
To the writer’s knowledge, these aspects have not been studied before, and it is thus
recommended for future cross-border mobility studies based on social media to investigate
these aspects more. In the case of Twitter, utilizing better streaming levels could also influence
approximating border crossings more accurately since the tweeting coverage would be higher.
5.2.4 Heuristic cross-border mover algorithm provides a good starting point for future
cross-border mobility studies
This study was, to the writer’s knowledge, the first attempt to try to identify daily cross-border
movements using geotagged Twitter data. Hence, direct parallels in terms of methods could not
be found from previous studies to do comparison with.
Previous studies focusing on daily cross-border movements in the Greater Region of
Luxembourg (Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012; Drevon et al., 2016a) have analyzed crossborder commuters based on questionnaires/surveys, registers and national statistics, not Big
Data. Hence, geographical knowledge discovery for daily movers has not been needed. In terms
of mobility studies utilizing geotagged Twitter (Hawelka et al., 2014; Blanford et al., 2015;
Luo et al., 2016), both the cross-border character and the extraction of daily mover types have
not been under inspection. Thus, they do not provide a comprehensive starting point for daily
cross-border mobility studies via social media.
Previous studies had introduced distance thresholds for cross-border commuter identification
(Strüver, 2002; Gerber, 2012; Gerber, 2012 cit. Orfeuil, 2000). However, using distances as the
basis in this study would have been inconsistent due to person-based approach; the mobility
patterns of individuals fluctuate spatio-temporally (Järv et al., 2014; Willberg, 2019). In other
words, the trips of infrequent border crossers could also include short movements in terms of
distances, and vice versa.
Thus, geographical knowledge discovery and sentiment analysis was conducted in this study
since daily cross-border movements had to be separated from infrequent activities. The methods
developed and introduced in sentiment analysis are recommended to be refined in future studies
since this was only the first suggestion for the binary classification of cross-border movers.
However, as the results show, the spatial dispersion of movements is distinctly lower amongst
identified daily cross-border movers than with infrequent border crossers. Thus, it can be argued
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that the heuristic cross-border mover algorithm developed and introduced in this study provides
a valid starting point for future cross-border mobility studies utilizing social media.

5.3 The significance of the results in cross-border mobility research
5.3.1 Cross-border mobility patterns derived from social media data are in line with
previous studies
Aggregate-level cross-border mobility patterns: Social media activity locations in the
Greater Region are represented in Figure 12. The map clearly shows that the activities are
mainly centered on both sides of France-Luxembourg state boundary. This outcome already
supports the remark that there are cross-border movements happening in the area although the
map only describes individual tweeting clusters instead of movements.
The France-Luxembourg dominance for individuals manifesting most activities in the Greater
Region in terms of aggregate cross-border movements yearly is being revealed in Figure 14. It
clearly shows that France-Luxembourg connections both ways have been growing while
Germany-Luxembourg and Belgium-Luxembourg connections have lost their relative share due
to the dominance of the France-Luxembourg cross-border movements. Germany-Luxembourg
and Belgium-Luxembourg connections are close to one another in terms of numbers, Germany
being slightly more dominant.
These outcomes are being supported by the official statistics (STATEC, 2016); Figure 1
distinctly shows that daily cross-border activities between Luxembourg and France have been
the highest in the area. In second place comes Belgium, and Germany is third, although the two
countries are almost even. Considering that this study included Nordrhein-Westfalen in
Germany as part of the Greater Region, it is expected that Germany has more cross-border
connections than Belgium to Luxembourg. If the relative share of Nordrhein-Westfalen was to
be removed, the cross-border movements would correspond to official statistics even more
accurately.
The results are also equivalent to previous empirical studies (Carpentier, 2012; Gerber, 2012).
Gerber (2012) reported that both in 1995 and 2007 Luxembourg received most of the crossborder commuters from France, Belgium, and Germany, in that order. In terms of cross-border
movement progression, Gerber (2012) reported a progression (%) of 130.6 between FranceLuxembourg, 108.6 between Belgium-Luxembourg, and 193.9 between Germany-Luxembourg
from 1995 to 2007. It seems that the progression of France-Luxembourg has continued to grow
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while Belgium-Luxembourg and Germany-Luxembourg have dropped slightly. The relative
decrease of Belgium-Luxembourg cross-border connections with respect to Germany and
France has been reported by Carpentier (2012).
In terms of Potentials (Figure 15) and Others (Figure 16), two main conclusions can be made.
Firstly, the results give a good reference to a valid dominance area detection inside the Greater
Region; living farther away from Luxembourg in neighboring countries reduces the number of
cross-border trips made to the Grand Dutchy. Secondly, although this study didn’t focus on
cross-border mobilities between two Luxembourg’s neighboring countries (e.g. FranceBelgium), some patterns can be detected that respond to previous studies. Gerber (2012)
reported a France-Belgium progression of 169.5 % from 1997 to 2005. Considering especially
Figure 15, the France-Belgium interconnection seems to have grown rapidly between 2017 and
2018.
Furthermore, the results from aggregate-level pattern inspections also give valuable insights to
extracting border crossings from social media data. Although it is demanding to accurately
approximate how many times an individual has crossed a state boundary between two
consecutive posts, the results seem to indicate that movement extraction from geotagged
Twitter based on user timeline endpoint provides applicable generalization for multi-year
country-level inspections.
Daily cross-border mobilities: Considering activity location densities identified in this study
(Figure 18) in relation to previous studies (Figure 3), one can clearly see that the highest density
clusters correspond to one another. The main difference is that in this study Metz has higher
density than Thionville. This, however, could be explained by population densities (see 5.3.3 )
which in Metz is much higher than in Thionville.
The results also correspond to previous studies in terms of cross-border movements. Comparing
results in this study (Figure 19) and results from Drevon et al. (2016a) (Figure 4), one can
clearly see that the highest line densities identified in this study correspond to activity spaces
modeled previously. In addition, identified daily cross-border mobilities provide new
information about the spatial extent of the movements; new inter-regional connections are
revealed e.g. in Martelange-Luxembourg (Belgium-Luxembourg connections), MetzDifferdange and Nancy-Differdange (France-Luxembourg connections), as well as TrierMersch (Germany-Luxembourg connections). However, one must remember that these results
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are compared to cross-border commuting. In this study, the nature of daily cross-border
mobilities wasn’t considered; some cross-border movements might not represent cross-border
commuting but something different.
In terms of distances, Gerber (2012) stated that cross-border commuting trip distances can be
relatively low on average, even down to 40 km or lower. Schmitz et al. (2012) reported that for
France-Luxembourg cross-border commuters the average trip distance was 40 km in 2010.
Equivalent value for Germany-Luxembourg was 46 km and for Belgium-Luxembourg 49 km.
Considering Table 8, some variation to these numbers can be detected. However, if median
distances are considered, the results are in close correspondence to previous studies. In
Belgium-Luxembourg, the average trip distance (44 km) is extremely close to previous studies
but for France-Luxembourg and Germany-Luxembourg movements the average values are
distinctly higher. However, Nordrhein-Westfalen was included in Germany, which clearly
elevates the average distance. Considering the median value (40 km), the effect of NordrheinWestfalen decreases, and the distance corresponds to previous reports. France-Luxembourg
connections higher average values are being explained by movements including Nancy,
Lunéville, and Èpinal (Figure 19); cities not covered in previous studies in terms of cross-border
commuting (Figure 3 & Figure 4).
It is, however, important to point out that it is possible that the heuristic cross-border mover
algorithm developed in this study emphasizes infrequent activities in some areas. Hence,
comparing distances to previous studies should be considered with a slight critical stance.
Nonetheless, the results from temporal variation inspections give interesting insights about the
issue (see 5.3.2 ).
Future studies: In this study, all movement patterns were analyzed both ways in relation to
Luxembourg. In future studies, cross-border movement patterns should also be investigated
centrifugally and centripetally to better understand the orientation of the movements in relation
to Luxembourg. This remark has also been pointed out previously by Carpentier (2012): “if
these centrifugal movements to Luxembourg are now relatively well known, we still understand
very little about the centripetal movements.”
In addition, cross-border connections between France and Belgium, France and Germany, as
well as Germany and Belgium should be given more attention. Figure 1 and Figure 15 clearly
show that there are interconnections between these areas. Also, the Potentials group still has
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high connections to Luxembourg. Hence, it is recommended to consider expanding the spatial
extent of daily cross-border mobility inspections to cover all of Luxembourg’s neighboring
country areas, not just the Greater Region.
Finally, future studies should also consider the social aspect of daily cross-border mobilities;
some movements might represent cross-border commuting, but how universal this is in a wider
perspective?
5.3.2 Temporal patterns and distance variations reveal different types of cross-border
movements
This study concentrated only slightly on temporal aspects of cross-border movements in the
Greater Region – the focus was on spatial movement patterns from several years. However,
temporal variation on weekday-level was carried out. The results are extremely promising and
give validation to the heuristic cross-border mover algorithm developed and used. Considering
cross-border commuting as a phenomenon, people are usually working on weekdays. The
results clearly show that identified daily cross-border movers are crossing a state boundary
more frequently on weekdays (positive variance) than on weekends (negative variance) (Figure
22). Hence, it is likely that many of them represent cross-border commuting. When it comes to
infrequent border crossers, the outcome is the opposite; weekdays show less frequent border
crossings, but weekends are on the positive side of variance (Figure 24).
In future studies, these findings could be used in e.g. identification of cross-border commuters.
Weekdays could be given a higher weighting than weekends in heuristic algorithms, which
could result in more precise results. In addition, temporal variation could be detected on
different levels (e.g. months) to better understand the spatio-temporal fluctuations of daily
cross-border movements. In terms of movement distances (Table 8), there are distinct
differences in covered distances between the two mover types. This gives justification for
separating daily cross-border mobilities from other cross-border movements and manifests the
validness of Tobler’s first law of geography; “everything is related to everything else, but near
things are more related than distant things” (Tobler, 1970).

5.3.3 Weighting data with population density and Twitter use activity should be
considered
Although the results presented in this study respond to previous cross-border mobility studies
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utilizing surveys and national statistics, some critical stance is recommended; it is justifiable to
say that both population densities and tweeting activities in the Greater Region countries
influence geotagged Twitter’s coverage of the wider population. For instance, on a country
level, high population densities might partly cause the dominance of France in terms of spatial
activity. Again, on a city level, it is known that Metz has a much higher population density than
Thionville, which could explain why in this study Thionville does not appear to have as much
daily cross-border movements as Metz has.
High population density indicates higher potential for social media activities since more people
are in a specific area. The results should thus also be considered in relation to tweeting activities.
This information, however, is challenging to find in a comprehensive form. Table 9 represents
Twitter penetration rates in 2019 for the Greater Region countries.
Table 9. Twitter penetration rates in the Greater Region countries in 2019 according to data report by Kepios (2019).

Twitter penetration rates
Year

Luxembourg

Belgium

France

Germany

2019

18.4 %

8.9 %

8.5 %

4.7 %

Luxembourg has distinctly highest Twitter penetration rate in relation to other countries.
Belgium and France are close to one another with over 8 % but in Germany the tweeting activity
seems to be relatively low. However, one must consider the special nature of the Greater Region
when valuating these outcomes. A lot of cross-border commuting is occurring in the area, which
means that tweeting activities are intermingled between different countries. In addition, Twitter
use activity fluctuates temporally. Hence, an accurate presentation on how much effect these
numbers have on the results and what the equivalence of Twitter to cross-border mobility is, is
difficult to evaluate.
In future studies, it is recommended to consider population densities and social media use
activities as weighting values to normalize the bias. In addition, more emphasis should be given
to the nature of individual’s Twitter usage behavior; in what kind of situations is Twitter used
in relation to other social media platforms? This could give more insights to evaluating the
equivalence of Twitter to cross-border mobility.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that social media can be implemented in cross-border mobility research,
and social media Big Data can provide a relatively good proxy for cross-border mobility of
people on a regional level. However, to draw universal conclusions about the global crossborder mobility characteristics, further studies are needed. Other geographical extents and study
settings might reveal something completely new and different. Nevertheless, the methods and
tools developed in this study provide a valid starting point for future research on cross-border
mobility.
Geotagged Twitter linked to user profile information revealed spatio-temporal cross-border
mobility patterns in the Greater Region of Luxembourg. Utilizing heuristic programmatic
approach, daily cross-border mobilities were able to be defined and extracted from social media
Big Data with a close correspondence to previous studies. This study also produced additional
information about the spatial extent of the movements; new inter-regional connections were
revealed. Thus, this study offers a good starting point for future daily cross-border mobility
studies utilizing social media. In addition to mobility research, this study offers valuable
insights to future research on home detection utilizing semi-continuous data traces, e.g. social
media or mobile phone data.
There are still issues related to extracting cross-border movements from geotagged Twitter;
estimating the number of border crossings in between consecutive posts is challenging.
However, the results seem to indicate that movement extraction from geotagged Twitter based
on user timeline endpoint provides applicable generalization for multi-year regional-level
inspections.
To the writer’s knowledge, this study was one of the first attempts in trying to identify daily
cross-border mobilities using social media Big Data, hence heuristic programmatic approach.
All scripts used are openly available on Digital Geography Lab’s GitHub-pages
(https://github.com/DigitalGeographyLab/cross-border-mobility-twitter). Critical stance and
refinement of these newly developed methods is highly recommended.
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